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INTRODUCTION

O’Tar
Guardian Leader

LEVEL

1
BEGINNER ~ No Character

Play as yourself

 3 LEVELS OF PLAY

LEVEL

2
LEVEL

3

INTERMEDIATE (Basic Game) ~ One Character
The island has transformed you into a specific character

ADVANCED ~ Team Race
You are in charge of a team of characters

Hello, my name is O’Tar, welcome to Turbo Island.
I hope the boat ride was comfortable, several days on a ship could be quite exhausting.

I have invited you here to take part in a magnificent race located in Sector 5 of our island.
The purpose? We need more guardians. Let me explain.

We are a group of ten guardians that protect the island but we are in need of your help.
The winner of this race will be trained to become one of us and help to guard their own sector.

You may have noticed that certain powers and abilities have began to manifest within you the 
moment you stepped onto the island. The simple explanation . . . the island is magical.

These new powers and abilities have placed you into a specific group (see pages 7 and 8).
Despite these new gifts, the race won’t be easy. You will be competing against unique
individuals just like you, who also have their own gifts.

This GUIDE will help you become familiar with the basic rules of the race. When you have
looked through it, read the MANUAL which holds specific information about Sector 5.

Good luck and take care.



}
STEP

1
Choose your Character                                 

a – Place the five Character Shuffle Cards face up.

b – Each player rolls        .  

c – In order of highest to lowest result, each player chooses 
      1 character from the five cards and places it next to them.         
      *If you possess more than five cards, shuffle the deck,  
        draw five cards, and discard the rest.  
        Repeat steps a, b, and c.

STEP

2
Learn your Character                             STEP

3
STEP

4

If Playing Level 3
Refer to the Back Page

If Playing Level 2
Refer to all four Steps

If Playing Level 1
Each player rolls        ,

 then refer to Step 1 and Step 4

Everyone has the right to read each other’s Profile Card.

*For quick instruction videos of each character, go to 
  taranconboardgames.com

Acquire the bag that matches your character and                                   
begin familiarizing yourself with its contents. 

                                                                                                        
Set all three Dials to their Maximum

                                                                                                       Health Meter = 10 (Full Health)                                                                                                        Binocular Turns = 3
Damage Meter = 10 (Full Vehicle Strength)

Each player begins with a Turbo Card, a Dashboard, a Guardian Card and its Chip 

Colored side
face up

Front

Back

                                            The player who rolled the highest goes first and play is passed clockwise.

                                                 The Compass begins with the player who is rolling last.           

                                                 Place all remaining game components near the board.

         *Your components are always displayed for everyone to see.
                                              Nothing is ever hidden. 

General                               

SETUP

Begin
Here

Movement
When moving, may re-roll a 1

+ All Previous Lessons3
Lesson

Skill
May re-roll your Battle Number1

Lesson

Recover
Roll a 2, add (+1H) or (+1D)

+ Previous Lesson2
Lesson

G u a r d i a n   C a r d
Redeem at Village

<<

Speed
Multiply your Turbo Roll x2

+ All Previous Lessons4
Lesson

Place
Chip



BASIC RULES

Objective
To be the first player to cross the finish line.
Once the first player crosses the finish line, they are
declared the winner (1st Place) and the race is over. 
The next closest player to the finish line is declared 
2nd Place and so on. 

Recover
To re-acquire that which a player has previously spent or 
discarded.

Bumping 
Whenever a player lands on the same space occupied by 
another player(s), the player that landed on the other(s) 
suffers (1) Health and (1) Damage in total
(does not apply in Safe Zones).

Multi-Spaces
More than one vehicle is allowed on any space; 
therefore, everyone landing on the same space must 
follow the same directions of that space 
(See Bumping).

A Round
When control of the board has gone around to all players. 

A Turn
When a player has control of the board. It is not until they 
pass the turn to the next player that their turn has ended. 
They can have more than one turn in the same round, for 
example, by using Go Again Cards.
*A player can choose to skip their turn.

*If two players are on the same space, the player  
  whose turn comes first places before the other    
  player. 

Game Play
On their turn, each player rolls the High Speed Die once to 
advance their vehicle down the road, they are not allowed 
to move backwards. They may spend game cards. They 
may perform character powers and abilities before or 
immediately after they roll (before passing their turn to 
the next player). 

Initial Roll
The first roll of a player’s turn. Every player has only one 
initial roll per round. Even when re-rolling, modifying dice, 
using Do Over Cards, or binoculars, it’s the first of the two 
rolls.

Re-Roll
A roll which takes the place of the previous roll. 
Done only once and the outcome must be accepted. 

Evade 
When instructed to Evade, the defender gets one chance 
to roll a 6 with        . If they are successful, it means that 
they moved out of the way and the attack missed (discard 
the attackers token - if any). If they are unsuccessful, the 
attack hits and they suffer all damages of the attack.

Normal Roll
When rolling         (High Speed Die) for the purpose of 
moving their vehicle. If their vehicle is recovering from 
damage, then rolling         (Low Speed Die) will be 
considered their normal roll.

Held
When being held by quicksand, gators or 
spiderweb, if pushed forwards or 
backward, the player is no longer held.

Turbo Roll
The roll which takes place immediately after a         result  
and is considered the same turn. Powers, abilities, cards 
or binoculars are not allowed before, during or after this 
roll. (See Turbo Roll, MANUAL page 5).

Compass Roll

(See Passing The Compass, MANUAL page 7).

When passing the compass, the player who just used it 
rolls        . Then, in clockwise order, everyone else rolls          
        . The highest number wins and takes it. 
In the event of ties, roll again accordingly. 



BASIC RULES

Flipping Game Cards
When a card is FLIPPED, it is physically turned over 
on its gray side and cannot be used until UNFLIPPED.

Knocked Out (KO)  
When a vehicle is knocked out, it is placed on its side and they must wait for their next 
turn. To recover, they must move an even number of spaces. If they are unable to land 
on these spaces, they unflip their vehicle, remain where they are, and are no longer 
knocked out. Character powers and abilities are still allowed.
*When rolling a “blank” on the Low Speed Die, recover your vehicle but do not move.

F L I P P E D U N F L I P P E D 

 *Character powers require tokens, while character abilities do not.

 General Rule 1
 A character cannot be affected in a negative way by their own powers or abilities.

 General Rule 2
 Powers and abilities are performed on their turn before they move.

 General Rule 3
 Powers and abilities do not count as the character’s movement, they still get to move their vehicle.

 General Rule 5
 A character can only perform one power per turn.

 General Rule 6
 A token with rounds cannot be put into play if there is already another token with rounds in play.

DO
OVER

DO
OVER

CHARACTERS ~ GENERAL RULES (Unless otherwise stated)

To unflip, the player must roll a 4 when performing 
a normal roll and not move their vehicle.

Losing Turns
Place Lose Turn Tokens on top of vehicles that are instructed to lose turns.  

They are unable to do anything except defend themselves until all Lose Turn Tokens have 
been resolved (they are not even able to perform a Compass Roll). 

Players losing turns are not allowed to be attacked by others, unless challenged to a battle.

To remove Lose Turn Tokens from their vehicle, they must skip a full round per Token. 
If they have tokens which are already in play, they are not affected. 



 

Starting at 10, move the pointer on your Damage Meter counterclockwise
whenever your vehicle suffers damage.  

Example - If your vehicle goes Off Road, move the pointer three numbers 
counterclockwise from its previous position since going Off Road causes 
          or (-3 Damage).  

If your Damage Meter reaches 0, your vehicle is heavily damaged.
On this magical island, your vehicle can repair itself but it needs time.  
You must roll         (Low Speed Die) for eight rounds. 
This is now considered your normal roll. Super Turbo is not possible.
While repairing, you can still suffer Health but not Vehicle Damage.

At the beginning of each turn, move the pointer one space counterclockwise and roll the Low Speed Die. The numbers in red 
represent the amount of rounds you must endure with the Low Speed Die for your vehicle to fully repair itself. 

After 8 rounds, move the pointer across the green arrow. Your Damage Meter goes back to 10 (Full Vehicle Strength).

DAMAGE METER

Located on your Dashboard, the Health Meter reflects the Condition of your Health
0 = Unconscious / 10 = Full Health

Starting at 10, move the pointer on your Health Meter counterclockwise whenever you suffer bodily harm.

Example - If you attempt to land on the Boiling Mud Space, move the pointer two
numbers counterclockwise from its previous position because attempting to 
land on the Boiling Mud Space causes           or (-2 Health).

To Recover Health, get to a Pit Stop.

If your Health Meter reaches 0, then you are unconscious.  
You must Lose 4 Turns in order to fully recover
(place 4 Lose Turn Tokens next to your vehicle).

After 4 turns, your Health Meter goes back to 10 (Full Health).

HEALTH METER

*To fix your vehicle faster, get to a Pit Stop.  
  

Located on your Dashboard, the Damage Meter reflects the Condition of your Vehicle
0 = Heavily Damaged / 10 = Full Vehicle Strength  



To Enter
Simply maneuver your vehicle off the road and into 
the Pit Stop area (you do not need an exact number) 
then wait for the next round.

On your turn, let everyone know what 1 Function below
you are having the Pit Crew perform for you:
• Add (+4) to your Health Meter (Max 10)
• Add (+4) to your Damage Meter (Max 10)
• Unflip up to 2 Flipped Game Cards 
• Gain 4 turns on your Damage Meter when in red

You are allowed to do as many functions as needed
but each function requires time (skip 1 round).

*It is not mandatory to go into a Pit Stop.
*You are allowed to go into a Pit Stop and come back out on the next round without completing a function.

PIT STOP

Located on your Dashboard, it indicates the amount of energy your Electronic Binoculars has left (3 Max)
                                                                                                       
Your Binoculars help you see what is up ahead in the distance 
(up to six spaces), increasing your chances of avoiding an 
upcoming danger or landing on a desired space.

You have 1 pair of Electronic Binoculars in your possession 
which will shut down after three uses. Your Binoculars Meter 
lets you know how many uses (turns) you have left.  

How to Use Your Binoculars
 1. Before rolling the die, announce that you are using your binoculars.                                                                                 

2. Use up one Binocular Turn by moving the pointer one number counterclockwise.

3. Perform a normal roll twice and choose one of the results.

 

BINOCULARS METER

 2 Pit Stops - Increase Health, Repair Damage, and Unflip Game Cards

*Your Binoculars cannot be combined with Abilities, Powers, or Game Cards 
  and can only be used during a normal roll.



ANCIENT TECHNOLOGY 
Able to power up all dials when landing on the Sundial Space.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:                   =                        
                                                                                   (Flipped Position)
ANIMAL 
Additional Mystical Card from Mystical Animal and when winning a battle on animal battle spaces.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:                   =                  

COIN
Rolls 6 times (instead of 1 time) when landing on the Ten Coin Space and Trading Post Special Service.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:                   =  

CYCLE
Rolls Cycle Die to increase speed and wheelies and jumps.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:                   =   Recovers Individual Token

EARTH
Density prevents them from being pushed backwards or knocked out.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:   Two Identical Symbols   =   Recovers Individual Token

FIRE
Ability to land on hot spaces without suffering health.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:   Two Identical Symbols   =   Recovers Individual Token      

FLORA
Uses Golden Tree Seeds to perform one of three functions and Flora Spaces are beneficial.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:                   =   Recovers 

GADGET
Chooses two Specialty Items at the beginning of the race.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:                   =

GIANTS
Ability to summon giants and begins the race with a Game Card Package.
Golden Tree Group Benefit:  Two Identical Symbols  =  Recovers 1 Giant

INTELLECT
Uses Intellect Tokens to perform one of three functions and may move with        instead of        .
Golden Tree Group Benefit:                   =   Recovers               .

CHARACTER GROUPS

Move 3 SpacesInstead of Rolling

3rd
G E A R

DO
OVER

GOAGAIN
(Additional Turn)

After roll, move 
ahead one space



MAGIC
Uses Magia Tokens to perform magical functions and cancel Result Symbols.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Recovers             .

MILITARY
Able to Initiate a Battle and Re-Supply.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Moves opponents back       . .

PHANTOM
Able to attack opponents in Safe Zones and uses Phantom Cards.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Suffers (2) Health

RACERS
Brings their own Gear Package and Personal Pit Crew.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Moves ahead 5 Spaces    

ROBOTS
Energi-Zor System, and uses Operational and Mission Cards. 

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Recovers             .    

STRATEGISTS
Uses Attack Cards, Number Bank and Trained Mascot

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Uncovers two numbers on their Number Bank        

TEAM LEADER
In charge of a team of specialized individuals and Leadership Determination.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Recovers or Re-Positions 1 Team Member

VILLAGERS
Has a Village Invitation to choose a Special Gift Package.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:               =   Recovers               (1 Turn)

WATER
Ability to Heal when landing in water spaces.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:    Two Identical Symbols   =   Recovers Individual Token

WIND
Their Transparency reduces the effects of Result Symbols.

Golden Tree Group Benefit:     Two Identical Symbols   =   Recovers Individual Token

CHARACTER GROUPS



 

Would you like to create your own tournament with family and friends for 2 to 5 players?

Follow these steps and refer to the example on the next page:

Place
The final outcome of the race (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th)

Race Points
Your total points for the race (Guardian Points + Place Points)

Place Points
1st Place 10 Points

 7 Points

 5 Points

2 Points

0 Points

2nd Place

3rd Place

4th Place

5th Place

Guardian Points

Add  1 Point for every 
Lesson Learned

Write the tournament start date, the players’ names and the character they have chosen.

Download the chart on the next page at taranconboardgames.com

Once Race 1 is over, fill in the Place (such as 2nd Place). 

2

1

3

Add any Guardian Points and Place Points according to the charts below.4

When you finish 10 Races, add up all the points. 5

HOME TOURNAMENT 



 



LEVEL 3 ~ SET UP
Team Placement

• 1st  Section = (From the Starting Line to Pit Stop #1)
• 2nd  Section = (From Pit Stop #1 to Pit Stop #2)
• 3rd  Section = (From Pit Stop #2 to the Finish Line)

Character #1 Character #2 Character #3

T U R B O

T U R B O

Racing in 1st Section
In Play

Racing in 2nd Section
Waiting at Pit Stop #1

Racing in 3rd Section
Waiting at Pit Stop #2

Character Set Up
Character powers, which require tokens, are limited in a Team Race 
and are indicated in the back of the Character Profile Card.
Character abilities, which do not require tokens, remain the same.

Choosing Your Team

It is up to you to strategically decide which  
character is racing in what specific section 
of the land. If playing with two characters,
switch at the first or second pit stop.

The land is divided into three Sections: 

a1 Depending on the amount of players and Character Cards, decide whether to play 2 or 3 characters each. 

b Shuffle the Character Cards, each player chooses 2 or 3 cards facedown. In this Advanced Level, you do not
have a choice of picking your characters, the characters that you are dealt are the characters on your team.

2 a

Place the Character Shuffle Cards in front of you. 
The first card (face-up) represents the first 
character, which is racing in the 1st Section and
is about to begin the race.

b

If playing with three characters, the third card 
(face-down) represents the third character
which is racing in the 3rd Section, and is waiting 

The second card (face-down) represents the 
second character, which is racing in the 2nd 
Section, and is waiting at Pit Stop #1. 

3

4

The Sonic Flare and Sundial do not require tokens because they
are abilities; therefore, can still be performed unlimited times. 

  Example - According to this section of the Teleporter’s 
  Profile Card, in a normal race she begins with 4 Teleport Tokens. 
  In a Team Race she begins with 2 Teleport Tokens of her choosing.

*

Switching Characters 
 1) Enter the Pit Stop and reveal your new character and their Profile Card.  
2) This new character takes over and all powers and abilities of the previous character are removed 
     (including tokens that are currently in play).  
3) Acquire the correct amount of tokens for a Team Race as stated in Character Set Up.
4) The Dashboard and Guardian Card remains unchanged. 
    Keep the Compass, Game Cards and Coins that were previously acquired.
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